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1) Mrs. Jenkin’s vegetable patch at her home yielded 89 carrots in September and 376

in the next 3 months. What was the total yield of carrots from the vegetable patch?

2) A children’s choir has 236 girls and 11 boys. What is the total strength of the

children’s choir?

3) Alex collects boxtop coupons for his class during the summer break. He gathers

126 boxtops in June and 53 boxtops the following month. How many boxtop

coupons in all did Alex collect during his summer break?

4)

5) A water park sold 99 tickets for water rides and 293 tickets for water rafting on

Sunday. How many tickets did the water park sell in all?

Sheet 1

Olivia has $970 in her savings account and another $86 stashed up in her piggy

bank. What does Olivia’s total savings amount to? 
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1) Mrs. Jenkin’s vegetable patch at her home yielded 89 carrots in September and 376

in the next 3 months. What was the total yield of carrots from the vegetable patch?

2) A children’s choir has 236 girls and 11 boys. What is the total strength of the

children’s choir?

3) Alex collects boxtop coupons for his class during the summer break. He gathers

126 boxtops in June and 53 boxtops the following month. How many boxtop

coupons in all did Alex collect during his summer break?

4)

5) A water park sold 99 tickets for water rides and 293 tickets for water rafting on

Sunday. How many tickets did the water park sell in all?

Sheet 1

Answer key

465 carrots

247 children

392 tickets

179 boxtops

$1,056

Olivia has $970 in her savings account and another $86 stashed up in her piggy

bank. What does Olivia’s total savings amount to? 
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1) Arnold, an avid philatelist has 54 postage stamps. He also has 967 topical stamps.

How many stamps in all does Arnold have in his collection?

2)

3) Twenty-six cheerleaders from a high school squad participated in a summer camp.

There were 272 other cheerleaders in attendance at the camp. How many

cheerleaders in all attended the summer camp?

4) Christie and Jude went to pick apples from a nearby farm. Christie picked 100

apples while Jude picked 60 more apples than Christie. How many apples did

Jude pick in all?

5) Janet read 341 pages of a novel. Seventy-eight pages remain to be read. How many

pages does the novel contain altogether?

Ryan visited a store. He spent $143 on groceries and $39 on confectionery. How

much was Ryan billed for in total?

Sheet 2Three-Digit & Two-Digit Addition
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1) Arnold, an avid philatelist has 54 postage stamps. He also has 967 topical stamps.

How many stamps in all does Arnold have in his collection?

2)

3) Twenty-six cheerleaders from a high school squad participated in a summer camp.

There were 272 other cheerleaders in attendance at the camp. How many

cheerleaders in all attended the summer camp?

4) Christie and Jude went to pick apples from a nearby farm. Christie picked 100

apples while Jude picked 60 more apples than Christie. How many apples did

Jude pick in all?

5) Janet read 341 pages of a novel. Seventy-eight pages remain to be read. How many

pages does the novel contain altogether?

1,021 stamps

160 apples

419 pages

298 cheerleaders

$182

Ryan visited a store. He spent $143 on groceries and $39 on confectionery. How

much was Ryan billed for in total?

Answer key
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1)

2) Kylie, a wedding decorator used 946 yellow roses and 65 carnations to decorate the 

stage backdrop. How many !owers did Kylie use altogether?

3) A team of 47 were joined by 109 more volunteers at a relief camp. How many 

volunteers were present at the camp in total?

4) Lava’s bakery sold 999 cookies during the week leading to Christmas. The following 

week they sold 90 more cookies than they sold the previous week. How many 

cookies in all did the bakery sell during the week leading to New Year’s?

5) Ben undertook a two-day road trip. He drove 105 miles on the "rst day. On the 

second day, he covered 86 more miles than he did on the "rst day. How many 

miles did he travel on the second day?

The Dawson school library lent 186 books on Monday. On Tuesday, 74 books were 

lent to students. How many books in all were lent by the library over two days?

Sheet 3Three-Digit & Two-Digit Addition
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1)

2) Kylie, a wedding decorator used 946 yellow roses and 65 carnations to decorate the 

stage backdrop. How many !owers did Kylie use altogether?

3) A team of 47 were joined by 109 more volunteers at a relief camp. How many 

volunteers were present at the camp in total?

4) Lava’s bakery sold 999 cookies during the week leading to Christmas. The following 

week they sold 90 more cookies than they sold the previous week. How many 

cookies in all did the bakery sell during the week leading to New Year’s?

5) Ben undertook a two-day road trip. He drove 105 miles on the "rst day. On the 

second day, he covered 86 more miles than he did on the "rst day. How many 

miles did he travel on the second day?

260 books

1,011 �owers

1,089 cookies

191 miles

156 volunteers

The Dawson school library lent 186 books on Monday. On Tuesday, 74 books were 

lent to students. How many books in all were lent by the library over two days?

Answer key
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